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Question 1:

Describe the following termsfully using an example whereappropriate:

Maximum (3) marks per term

1.1 Root cause analysis

1.2 Hypothesis

1.3 Remote sensing

1.4 Species richness

1.5 Trophy hunting

1.6 Browse unit

1.7 Feacal sample count

1.8 Camera trap

1.9 Bushthickening

1.10 Natural resource management

[30]

Question 2:

2.1 Discuss the value ofscientific research for the managementof natural resourcesin a

national park.

(5)

2.2. You have beenaskedto scientifically investigate reasons for the disappearanceof kiaat

(Pterocarpus angolensis) trees in the Zambezi Region. Describe step by step (using

recognized scientific method, and a schematic diagram) how you would investigate this

problem.

(12)
2.3 Howwill you communicate the findings of your research?

(5)

[23]
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Question 3:

Discuss the different types of herbivores that utilize vegetation on a game farm, and what

the importance and or effect each has on the vegetation.

[15]

Question 4:

4.1 Discuss the negative effects of climate change onwildlife.

(10)

4.2 Clearly outline any four co-benefits of the Reduced Emissions from Deforestation and

forest Degradation plus (REDD+) mechanism.

[18]
Question 5:

Bush encroachmentis a natural phenomenonas well as a man-made phenomenon.

5.1 Discuss the above statement.

(10)
5.2 Is bush encroachmenta problem throughout Namibia? Why or why not?

(4)

5.3 Critically analyse one method whichis being used to mitigate bush encroachment.

(6)

[20]
Question 6:

6.1 Explain the meaning of the diagram below (include one example).

(5)
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6.2 To changethestate of the veld from State 6 to State 2, what transitions need to

happen?Explain.

(5)

6.3 How can the diagram be used to guidethe rehabilitation of a waste rock dump at

B2Gold Mine in Otjozondjupa?

(5)

[15]
Question 7:

Humanwildlife conflict in Namibia takes many forms. Discuss two specific human-wildlife

conflict type which threaten human livelihoods and wildlife populations, as well as how

each is, and should be mitigated.

[20]
Question 8:

How doesthis course help to prepare you for your future in the workplace?

[9]
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